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ABSTRACT

Currently, whenever EMR and electronic health record systems (HER) are implemented, it is basically within a given healthcare organization or a network of healthcare organizations [12]. The adoption of a standardized (interoperable) electronic medical records system (EMR) and electronic health records (EHR) system will lead to an increase in the capabilities of foreign medical facilities (in developing countries) to attract more medical tourists from developed/industrialized countries. In a global medical tourism environment, a standardized (interoperable) EMR can be utilized to manage patient care across health care systems located across multiple countries.
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INTRODUCTION

A health care model has been developing that show great promise for significantly lowering medical costs while providing quality care [19, 21]. Generally referred to as medical tourism, this business model has been growing in several developing countries over the past decade [21]. Medical Tourism can be defined as [19]:

Planned foreign travel for the purpose of obtaining high-quality, cost effective, non-emergency medical treatment.

The planned travel in many cases includes a vacation/tourist element – hence, the term “medical tourism”. The strength of the phenomena rests on the fact that even when vacation/tourism expenses are added to the cost of the medical treatment, the total amount is generally far less than the cost of domestic medical care alone – particularly, for medical tourists from the United States. Presently, in the United States, there is significant push towards electronic medical records. Through the health care information exchange that the system promises to provide, health care providers will have access to a longitudinal (historical) medical record of each patient [2].

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

This paper presents a literature review of works in both the medical tourism and the electronics medical records areas; it examines the potential impact of the adoption of electronic medical records system in a medical tourism environment. The paper takes a positive approach (as opposed to a normative approach) to the presentation. That is, the paper examines “what is” happening in these two areas, as reported by the works reviewed, and not “what ought to be” happening [11].

MEDICAL TOURISM

Medical tourism is market driven. Many factors have been identified as contributing to the increase in and popularity of phenomena. These include [14, 16, 17, 19, 21]:

- Affordability of Care – Low Cost (50% - 90% Savings)
- Timeliness of Care – Avoid Waiting Lines
- Availability of Care – Procedure Not Available in Home Country
- Ease of Global Air Transportation
- Advances in Information Technology – The Internet and Cheap Airfares
- High Quality of Care – Highly Trained Medical Professionals

The global medical tourism market is expected to grow to about $40 billion by 2010 [13, 19]; this estimate includes all travel by individuals from all countries for medical treatment abroad. There are...
reports that have estimated that 500,000 Americans travel overseas for medical care each year.

However, research conducted by McKinsey & Co. (published May 2008) estimates that only about 5,000 to 10,000 Americans are currently seeking care outside the country each year; roughly about one to two percent of the estimates that are generally reported by medical tourism enthusiasts. Nevertheless, there is general agreement that global medical tourism is growing, and the number of Americans traveling abroad for medical care is rapidly growing as well [8, 15, 19, 21, 22].

THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF HEALTHCARE REFORM IN THE U.S.

Healthcare experts generally agree that current reforms being implemented in the U.S. may lead to the improvement of quality of patient care and reduce the inefficiencies in the system, but, it will not lead to a drastic reduction in current costs [22].

There are those who argue that even if current reforms succeed in reducing medical costs, healthcare providers in the U.S. will still not be able to match the low prices patients can pay for equally good healthcare services in many of the developing countries that offer medical tourism - e.g., Singapore, India, Thailand, Mexico [22]. The major reasons for the high medical costs can be summarized as follows:

"In the U.S. bricks and mortar cost more, drugs and devices cost more, and nurses and physicians are paid more," .... "The U.S. will not in the foreseeable future be able to compete on those issues and close the gap." (Italics added)
[22, quoting Victor Lazzaro Jr., CEO of the medical travel coordinator BridgeHealth International)

CONCERNS REGARDING MEDICAL TOURISM

There is little debate that traveling abroad for medical treatment provides significant economic savings for many groups, especially the uninsured. However, an issue of debate is whether the medical services being provided by foreign doctors, staff and their medical facilities meet the quality and safety standards that Americans are accustomed to and have come to expect [19].

Critics of medical tourism argue that the quality of care in medical tourism destinations is lower than the quality that patients would normally receive in the United States. However, McCallum and Jacoby [19] argue that, although, travel abroad for medical treatment may indeed involve risks, the risks may not be any greater than what one would expect to encounter in a typical health care settings in the United States and other advanced/industrialized countries [19]. Nevertheless, many medical tourism facilities have taken measures to ensure the quality of care [19]. These measures include:

- qualifications and skills of doctors and other health care professionals
- level of technological sophistication
- comfort of pre- and post-operative care
- condition of facilities
- patient reports of overall satisfaction

In addition, many foreign medical facilities have sought and received certification (accreditation) from the Joint Commission International, the global branch of the Joint Commission, a U.S. institution established to ensure that U.S. hospitals meet specific quality and safety standards [1, 4]. According to McCalum & Jacoby [19] there is evidence to indicate that the quality of care at the premier medical tourism facilities is on a par with the quality generally obtained at the average U.S. provider.

However, as healthcare providers in the United States move towards an electronic medical record (EMR) system, there is the question of how foreign medical facilities would participate in a future environment of digitized electronically accessible medical records? Do they recognize the potential impact of a global EMR system on the medical tourism phenomena?

ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORD (EMR) IN A MEDICAL TOURISM ENVIRONMENT

The United States is building a point-of-care health information system to match the worldwide network of electronic banking.

The U.S. healthcare system includes a large number of healthcare providers from which the consumers can choose. There are more than 500,000 office-based physicians, approximately 5,000 community hospitals, more than 16,000 certified nursing facilities, and many other care settings [2]. For Americans who are willing and able to travel abroad, one can add several premier foreign medical facilities to their choice set.
Choice allows consumers to choose providers based on their proximity, quality and capability, cultural aptitude, or many other factors that may be of concern to any given consumer, including costs and payment plans [2]. However, without some means of integration, choice can lead to fragmentation of the consumer’s health care experience. Fragmentation, in turn, results in errors, duplication, lack of coordination, and many other problems [2]. For consumers that receive medical services from both domestic and foreign (medical tourism) health care providers, these factors can easily be compounded.

**INTEGRATION THROUGH INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS**

Integration mechanisms have been tried in the past; however, most have been in the form of mergers - physician roll-ups, specialty carve-outs, and specialty carve-ins [2]. While integration through mergers has been successful to some extent, information as a mechanism for integration presents a much greater promise [2].

Electronic Medical Record (EMR) systems have been available in various forms for more than three decades [5]. Integration of medical information has been contemplated and debated for two decades, but technical barriers have kept it out of reach until recently [23]. It is estimated that currently only about 28 percent of medical doctors in the U.S. have EMR system [23], and with those that do, most of the software systems were not design to communicate with each other, and more specifically, the individual systems do not provide data in a format that can be read by other systems — therefore, they lack interoperability. Generally, current systems were designed and implemented to function as individual information silos. As Richardson [23, p. 1] noted:

> Dozens of different software companies have designed programs for the special needs of different health care providers. The programs promise to improve data management, service, profits, and billing practices. However, the main benefit of EMRs - information sharing across health care providers - has been almost completely lost.

This is just with systems developed and marketed by software companies in the United States. To add to the fragmentations and complexities, some of the premier medical facilities that serve as medical tourism destinations have developed their own in-house electronic medical record systems to manage patient care [18, 19]. According to Lindsay [18]:

Bumrungrad (a major medical facility in Thailand) replaced its paper records seven years ago with a homegrown, all-digital system, an upgrade U.S. hospitals have struggled with for years, despite the assistance of giants like Cerner, Siemens, and General Electric. (italics added)

The current situation of different electronic medical record systems with little or no interoperability capabilities represent an opportunity for foreign medical facilities as they strive to increase the number of medical tourists that they serve. An effective strategy that they can employ may simply be “Integration”:

- Integration of medical services – through the development of alliances with established health care networks and insurers in the U.S. and other advanced/industrialized countries; and

- Integration of medical information – through the implementation of electronic medical record systems with interoperability capabilities.

**Integrated Global Healthcare Alliances**

Global healthcare alliances are beginning to emerge. Renowned U.S. medical schools such as Harvard and Johns Hopkins have open dozens of hospitals and teaching programs abroad. For example, Harvard has partnerships in Mumbai, Seoul, Istanbul, Xinjiang, and Islamabad; however, its most enterprising venture is Dubai Healthcare City, a state-of-the-art complex staffed with the best equipment and doctors [18].

A few businesses and health care plans are beginning to offer their employees the option of traveling abroad for medical services [1, 10]. For example, Hannaford Bros. Co. (a super market chain in the northeastern area of the U.S.) announced in 2008 that it would explore the possibility of sending its employees to Singapore for knee and hip replacements to save the company money [25]. Blue Cross & Blue Shield of South Carolina has developed alliances, through its Companion Global Healthcare subsidiary, with Bumrungrad International Hospital.
Integrated Global Electronic Medical Record Systems

A major strategy that will probably lead to the greatest impact on the growth of medical tourism is integration through information technology – specifically, electronic medical records (EMR) system with interoperability capabilities.

The goal of an EMR system is to convert medical records from paper charts to digital electronic charts, thereby enhancing the flow of patients' information to all who might be involved in the patients care[9]. According to Feld [9], an electronic medical record (EMR) is only one component; the system that is actually needed is an electronic health record (EHR), with multiple components. An electronic health record (EHR) is a personal medical record (EMR) that can be accessed (globally) over a network (e.g., Internet).

It is argued that through health care information exchange and interoperability (HIEI), healthcare providers everywhere (globally) can have access to a longitudinal (historical) medical record with full information about each patient [2, 24]. The technology will make it possible for every medical professional any where in the world, to seamlessly access information about any patient in their care.

Consumers will have better information about their health status since personal health records and similar access strategies can be feasible in an interoperable environment. In addition, consumers will be able to move more easily between and among healthcare providers (globally) with the confidence that each doctor and facility has access to the same information [2, 24].

Similar to the global electronic banking network which makes it possible for all businesses (big and small) across the globe to instantly access customers’ credit information, an electronic medical records and individual health records system will provide instantaneous access to valuable health care information. In addition to the benefits of information sharing, an EMR system provides significant improvements in many areas of a typical medical organization, including reduction of administrative and clerical costs, improvement in administrative efficiency, and improvement in the efficiency of clinicians thereby increasing the quality of patient care and services [3, 5, 6, 7].

CONCLUSIONS

Currently, whenever EMR and EHR are implemented, it is basically within a given healthcare organization or a network of healthcare organizations [12]. The adoption of a standardized (interoperable) electronic medical records system (EMR) and electronic health records (EHR) system will lead to an increase in the capabilities of foreign medical facilities (in developing countries) to attract more medical tourists from developed/industrialized countries.

In a medical tourism environment, a standardized (interoperable) EMR can be utilized to manage patient care across hospital systems located across multiple countries.
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